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About This Game

Frozen Synapse is the ultimate tactical game on PC and Mac.
It brings the simultaneous turn-based strategy genre bang up-to-date and lets you give detailed, accurate orders to your squad:

classic gameplay with a modern interface.
Plan your moves, test them out, then hit the "Prime" button: both you and your enemy's turns are executed simultaneously.
Competitive-but-intuitive multiplayer and a huge single player campaign mean that Frozen Synapse will give you hours and

hours of tactical delight.

Key features:

Get a FREE full copy of the game for a friend with every purchase

5 challenging multiplayer modes, including the innovative bidding-based “Secure” and “Hostage Rescue”

55-mission single player campaign with dynamic dialogue and thrilling near-future narrative

Powerful Skirmish Generator

Facebook, Twitter and YouTube integration

15 Steam Achievements
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Integrated IRC chat as well as various community features

Random generation combined with hand-crafted content means that levels and maps are different every time

Critically-acclaimed electronica soundtrack by musician nervous_testpilot
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Title: Frozen Synapse
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Developer:
Mode 7
Publisher:
Mode 7
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Definitely worth it at the reduced sale price. Detailed buildings plus AI aircraft and static figures make this add-on an
immersive island-hopping experience. Five islands each with a unique and characteristic airport make for fun flying. Highly
recommended (at the sale price).. Well I didn't know this one of the dreamcast title well I love shoot an up 1st got look at it on
XBOX one i just had to have it then saw PS4 grab it without thought played it like the raiden franchise only collect a lot i thinks
it gold following powers up no what difficulty u set it on it still hard I'm hopping getting the physical copies soon worth game of
the year. Buggy mess. Long since abandoned dev. Even their domain website is gone. No fixes in sight. No support in sight. No
community. Dead game. Massively boring repetitive gameplay. Game includes a movement speed option, but works by
increasing the games framerate, so you starve \/ dehydrate faster. Terrible interface. Ugly even by pixelated graphics standards.
No options menu without going through install folder. Clunky and unresponsive.

Bugs noted by devs in 2015 remain in 2018, it's almost 2019. Example, early game quest to fetch weapon crate. Picking up early
(absolutely possible and highly probable) will cause the heavy item to become stuck in your inventory, because handing in the
quest crashes the game. No fix.

No autosave feature, combined with dreadful menu system makes for depression. Screen-by-screen gameplay with respawning
enemies. They get free hits on you with no chance to avoid, but on the other hand you get showered with so much loot you can
just heal through it. Can one hit kill any enemy with any weapon once you learn the click technique (takes five minutes.)

Obvious the developer never truly cared about making the game comfortable to play. Even if you like post apocalyptic games,
this one sucks. Maybe try Underrail, that sucks slightly less.

Only good thing is you can't pre-order it, and it's not early access. That's not saying much. Also no microtransactions, loot boxes,
or in-app purchases. So yay.

Avoid, even on sale.. I enjoyed arma 3 when it came out and had fun with my friends.

What has killed the game for me to this day is the DLC and those DLC are jets, helicopters, marksmen, tank and tac-ops
mission pack, maybe law of war pack if its also missions and karts. It feels like they are selling me a painting but only giving me
half of it and selling the other half in tiny packs and so if I really want to enjoy the painting fully I need get the packs.

 Personally I wouldn't do that as it supports a cash crab mentality.

I am okay with the Contact and Cold war Germany as those are packs that are completely different from what they offered.
Back to the painting example its like mini paintings that related to the first painting, like same painter.

That is how I feel who cares.. I can't say alot for my history with Kemco, this being the second game of theirs that I've bought
("Crome Wolf" on mobile being the first), I gotta' say though: I'm quite impressed. With respect towards those who haven't
played this game yet, I won't spoil the plot (essentially, the characters are escorting a "light deity" (in the form of a cat) to regain
his\/her\/it's former power in order to defeat the "shadow deity"), but it seems pretty run of the mill for an rpg as far as plot
goes. Where this game really shines (for me anyway) is the controller interface. I'm more of a console gamer (much to the
chagrin of some of you here, I'm sure...), so I'm not too savvy with keybord and mouse controls (I'm getting used to them though
the "Warhammer 40,000" series among others, however, so don't crucify me, if you would be so kind...) but fourtunately for
myself, this game allows for the use of a controller. As far as the controller function and game mechanics go: they're decent, not
perfect, but decent. I can't say they're "smooth" (traveling around the overworld is a bit akward), but at least I don't find myself
stuck in walls or otherwise unable to move.

As far as the animation goes, it's slightly better than what you would typically expect from an SNES or Genesis\/Megadrive title.

All in all, This game has earned four and a half stars from me, and Kemco has earned a customer. For those with reservations on
getting this game, I say: take a chance, you won't be disappointed (unless you're the one person who actually did write a negative
review, they seemed pretty disappionted... "Art is subjective", I suppose...).
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I might be the first person to buy this game and if i am well thats pretty cool i guess but yea this games pretty great. one of the
flaws is that it is very poorly translated, and i cant get past building a house of the weaver. but other than those flaws this game
has high potential.

Edit: i would recommend waiting a bit until this game has improved, or if you want to support the devs buy it now.. Had no idea
what to do.
Ended up writing secret messages across the map.

 We drew\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 lots of them. . Lots Of Fun! Brings back Memories of my Kid
Times.
Great Game, Low GPU Overhead, Video Card Fans never even come on. Lol.
A+A+A+. Very well put together little rpg with a solid story.. The gameplay is simplistic and boring, the levels are repetitives,
and the entire game is boring overall.
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